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ln a world often marked by selfishness ,a large family is a school of solidarity and
sharing ; and this attitude is to the benefit of society as a whole. At Loreto Convent Entally
every effort is made to teach children to learn by creating curiosity, so that she will
continue the learning process as long as she lives. Every adult needs to be a role model
to these tender exploring minds who have never been good at listening to their elders ,

but they have never failed to imitate them. Let us create the perfect conditions where

education equals encouragement, which in turn equals empowerment.

As we come to the end of another year in Loreto Convent Entally, we look back and
are lilled with gratitude for what has been... gratitude to God for bringing us safely
through a year filled with tangible signs of His goodness, gratitude to our Sisters, to the
Principal and Staff - Teaching, Non-Teaching and Suppo( stafi for their love and
commitment to our children, gratitude to our Parents ior entrusting their children to our
care and especially to the many friends and benefactors who have supported us in our
mission of empowering our children.

As we stand on the threshold of a new academic year our prayer for all is that we
keep in our hearts God's promise in the Bible : "For I know the plans I have for you,
plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."
Jeremias 29:11
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--Sr. Tina Farias
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STUDENT COUNCIL
HEAD GIRL :

VICE HEAD GIRL

PREFECT

VICE PREFECT :

GAMES CAPTAIN :

VICE GAMES CAPTAIN

t_rolJSE cAPralNg
ST. DON BOSCO HOUSE (CAPTAIN) :

ST. DON BOSCO HOUSE (VICE CAPTAIN) ..

ST- JOSEPH'S HOUSE (CAPTAIN) :

ST, JOSEPH'S HOUSE (VICE CAPTAIN) :

ST. MICHAEL'S HOUSE (VICE CAPTAIN) ..

ST, PATRICK'S HOUSE (CAPTAIN) :

3Sr 8-2Sr 9
PRIYANKA MAKHAL

RITIKAALEX

LIPIKA MONDAL

AFRIN ALAM

PRIYA ORAON

SERENA TOPPO

SATARUPA GOSWAMI

ADITI SANJAY

RAMSHA HABIB

AASHNA PRASAD

GENEVIEVE NERRISA GOMES

SHAHEEN PARVEEN

TANISHA KAR

AMREEN ARA

CLASS CAPTAINS Y_C-g

6(1) : MARINALISACHOWDHURY SNEHAGOMES

Girl Power

6(2) : MOULIMA RAY

6(3) : SASWATI EKKA

7(1) : AISHWARYA RANA

7(2) : KHUSHNUMASAHADAT

8(1) :HAFSASIDDIQA
8(2) : DEBJANI BISWAS

S(1) : NEERJAGUPTA

9(2) :DISHAGOMES
10(1) : SAKSHI LINGKHOI

10(2) : ALIZASAJID

11(H) : SUSHMITAORAON

11(C) : SULAGNADAS

12 ; PRIYANKA SHAW

YOLANDE DIRKSZ

SAKSHI SINHA

JPLq

RITU BARUA

SOMJITA SEN

RASHI AGARWAL

LTS

SANA SHAHEEN

SOUMIYA GUPTA

(PRESIDENT)

(VICE PRESIDENT)

(TREASURER)

(PRESIDENT)

(VICE PRESIDENT)

(TREASURER)

(PRESiDENT)

(VICE PRESIDENT)

ANUSHKA CHAKRABORTY (TREASURER)

Ankito Som
ISC Topper 2018

Nooyob Shomim
ICSE Topper 2018
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